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Executive Summary 

Moving from Industry 4.0 to Industry 5.0, a transition from technology-driven approach to 
human-driven and value-driven approaches is expected, for bringing again human-in-the-
loop concepts like eXplainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI) and guidelines from EC such as 
HLEG Ethics guidelines for trustworthy AI1. These concepts and guidelines promoted further 
the user-centric design of user interfaces as well. In this report, the initial results related to 
design and development of Decision Support Framework (DSF) User Interfaces (UIs), 
toward the creation of user-centric dashboards enabling XAI, are presented. 

During the first half of the project, T7.3 Enhanced Decision Making activities included the 
study of user and system requirements related to DSF UIs, analysis of current state-of-the-
art with connection to user interfaces, analysis of current technologies for user interfaces 
development, design of mock-ups and development of the first version of DSF front-end 
interfaces. The results of the aforementioned activities are presented in this report. It is worth 
mentioning that this deliverable is strongly correlated with D7.2 Initial Explainable 
Mechanisms DSF. A lot of details regarding architecture, interfaces and core back-end 
functionalities are available there and not repeated in this report. So, for the readers that 
want to have a complete picture of DSF design and implementation approaches, they have 
to check D7.2 report as well. 

For this first part, beyond the research phase, the development phase was focused on setup 
the main template to be used, to create initial dashboards and test visualizations of graphs 
etc. Some parts related to KPIs visualization and XAI specific dashboard are still under 
design phase as there are no actual results yet by the project related to both of them. This 
is normal, as they are parts expected to be delivered at later stage based on the project 
work plan. The final outcomes from T7.3 will be documented on M30 and the second and 
final report related to this task, D7.5 Final user-centric dashboards as enable explainable 
AI. 

 

 
1 https://digital-strategy.ec.europa.eu/en/library/ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai 
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0 Introduction 

0.1 knowlEdge Project Overview 

The knowlEdge project is funded by the H2020 Framework Programme of the European 
Commission under Grant Agreement 957331 and conducted from January 2021 until 
December 2023. The knowlEdge consortium consists of 12 partners from 7 EU countries, 
and its solution will be tested and evaluated in 3 manufacturing sectors with a total budget 
of circa 6M€. Further information can be found at www.knowlEdge-project.eu 

AI is one of the biggest mega-trends towards the 4th industrial revolution. While these 
technologies promise business sustainability and product/process quality, it seems that the 
ever-changing market demands and the lack of skilled humans, in combination with the 
complexity of technologies, raise an urgent need for new suggestions. Suggestions that will 
be agile, reusable, distributed, scalable, accountable, secure, standardized and 
collaborative.  

To break the entry barriers for these technologies and unleash their potential, the knowlEdge 
project will develop a new generation of AI methods, systems and data management 
infrastructure. This framework will provide means for the secure management of distributed 
data and the computational infrastructure to execute the needed analytic algorithms and 
redistribute the knowledge towards a knowledge exchange society. To do so, knowlEdge 
proposes 6 major innovations in the areas of data management, data analytics and 
knowledge management: (i) A set of AI services that allow the usage of edge deployments 
as computational and live data infrastructure, an edge continuous learning execution 
pipeline; (ii) A digital twin of the shop-floor to test the AI models; (iii) A data management 
framework deployed from the edge to the cloud ensuring data quality, privacy and 
confidentiality, building a data safe fog continuum; (iv) Human-AI Collaboration and Domain 
Knowledge Fusion tools for domain experts to inject their experience into the system to 
trigger an automatic discovery of knowledge that allows the system to adapt automatically 
to system changes; (v) A set of standardization mechanisms for the exchange of trained AI-
models from one context to another; (vi) A knowledge marketplace platform to distribute and 
interchange AI trained models. 

0.2 Deliverable Purpose and Scope 

The purpose of this knowlEdge deliverable, D7.4 Initial User-centric Dashboards as Enable 
Explainable AI, is to document the first outcomes of T7.3 Enhanced Decision Making 
Interface at the Shop-floor related to the first prototype of knowlEdge DSF User Interfaces 
(UIs) 

0.3 Target Audience 

The D7.4 Initial User-centric Dashboards as Enable Explainable AI aims primarily to inform 
the project partners and EC reviewers about the current status and outcomes of T7.3 and 
DSF UIs. Furthermore, it targets researchers and developers active on the fields of UIs 
design, data visualization and decision support systems. 

http://www.knowledge-project.eu/
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0.4 Deliverable Context 

This deliverable is based on the project procedures as defined within the knowlEdge 
Description of Action. 

It is one of the cornerstones for achieving the project results, identified as follows: 

• Presents outcomes related to main UIs that will be available to the users 

• Illustrates how the raw data and analytics outcomes will be presented through the 
knowlEdge DSF 

• Presents information related to XAI dashboards which is one of the key concepts 
supporting the transition from Industry 4.0 to Industry 5.0  

0.5 Document Status  

This document is listed in the Description of Action as “public”. 

0.6 Document Dependencies 

This document has no preceding documents. A formal iteration is expected on M30, 
named D7.5 Final user-centric dashboards as enable explainable AI.  

0.7 Glossary and Abbreviations  

A definition of common terms related to knowlEdge, as well as a list of abbreviations, is 
available at www.knowlEdge-project.eu/glossary 

0.8 External Annexes and Supporting Documents 

External Documents: 

• Supporting Documents: 

• D7.2 Initial Explainable Mechanisms DSF – this document presents all the core 
back-end functionalities of the DSF UIs that are presented in the current report 
(D7.4).  

0.9 Reading Notes 

• As mentioned above this deliverable is strongly correlated with D7.2 Initial Explainable 
Mechanisms DSF. A lot of details regarding architecture, interfaces and core back-end 
functionalities are available there and not repeated in this report. So, for the readers 
that want to have a complete picture of DSF design and implementation approaches, 
they have to check D7.2 report as well.  

0.10 Document Updates 

D7.5 Final user-centric dashboards as enable explainable AI, M30. 

http://www.knowledge-project.eu/
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1 State-of-the-Art Analysis for User Interfaces and 

Dashboards for XAI 

Sensational progress in machine learning has prompted a deluge of Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) applications. Continued advances vow to create autonomous systems that will perceive, 
learn, decide and act on their own. However, the effectiveness of these systems is restricted 
by the machine’s ongoing failure to explain their decisions and actions to human users. 
These difficulties have prodded research interest in explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI). 
XAI is a research field that studies how AI decisions and data driving those decisions can 
be explained to humans in order to provide transparency, enable assessment of 
accountability, demonstrate fairness or facilitate understanding. Its objective is to create a 
set of machine learning techniques that [1]: 

• Produce more explainable models, while keeping a high degree of learning 
performance (forecast precision) 

• Enable human users to comprehend, appropriately trust and effectively deal with the 
emerging generation of artificially intelligent partners 

Machine learning and artificial intelligence algorithms are often considered as complex black 
boxes, so explanations have the potential to lighten these black boxes helping people 
develop better partnership with those systems. The concept of explainable AI is illustrated 
in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: XAI concept [1] 

 

1.1 AI-Assisted Decision Making 

For organisations, AI has become an important source to support decision making. While AI 
has great potential in this domain, it is problematic for humans to rely solely on the decisions 
and predictions made by AI without a profound understanding of its mechanisms. Also, the 
probabilistic nature of AI means there is never a guarantee for correctness for a particular 
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decision. Thus, the key to success in these human-AI partnerships is adjusting trust 
dependent upon the situation, requiring the individual to know when to trust the AI forecast 
and when to use their own judgement in order to improve decision outcomes in situations 
where the model is likely to perform poorly [2]. In AI-assisted decision making, the human 
moves from being the principal decision maker to being an active partner. These AI decision 
aids are frequently modelled as teammates rather than as tools. When designing an XAI 
system it is important to keep in mind the following terms [3]: 

• Purpose: The reason for the user to engage with the system. 

• Value: The augmented capabilities provided by the system that tangibly improve a 
user’s life. 

• Trust: It is critical for effective human-computer interaction. It is predicated on 
security of the system’s data, the feeling of human control and the quality of the 
outcomes the system provides. 

 

1.1.1 Trust in XAI 

Trust is considered a significant ancestor of the acceptance and use of new systems. Users 
will not use an AI system that they do not trust. Some users might accept the computer’s 
declarations as valid and true on the grounds that they come from a computer, however 
other users might require some sort of justification-empirical reasons to accept that the 
computer’s presentations or statements are valid and true. Trust calibration is the key to 
success in human-computer interaction. Trust calibration is the correspondence between an 
individual’s trust in AI and capabilities of AI, and when mismatched results in misuse or 
disuse [2]. Misuse occurs when people depend carelessly on AI due to a perception that AI 
performs perfectly all the time or because of an inability to monitor and assess system 
performance. Disuse happens when people reject the capabilities of AI due to various 
factors such as an infringement of trust. There are multiple states of trust which can be 
separated in the following [4]: 

• Absolute trusting is when the user takes the computer’s declarations as valid and true 
in all circumstances. 

• Contingent trusting is when the user can take some of the computer’s presentations 
or statements as valid and true under certain circumstances. 

• Progressive trusting is when the user takes more of the computer’s presentations or 
statements as valid and true over time and across experiences. 

• Digressive trusting is when the user takes fewer of the computer’s presentations or 
statements as valid and true over time and across experiences. 

Explanations can facilitate how humans might interpret AI systems and assist with 
calibrating trust, providing a more powerful human-in-the-loop workflow. 

 

1.1.2 Explainability in XAI 

As already mentioned, AI is frequently used for decision support. Consequently, users are 
keen to better understand the basis of information on which an AI algorithm produces results 

http://www.knowledge-project.eu/
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and predictions. Providing more insight into the mechanism of an algorithm can help users 
better understand the technology. Explanations are a helpful tool to obtain new information 
and thus gain knowledge. Moreover, explanations help to justify AI-based decisions. As an 
AI expands in capabilities and accomplishes a more noteworthy range of impact, its 
decision-making process should be explainable in terms users can comprehend. 
Explainability is key for humans interacting with AI to understand the AI’s decisions and 
suggestions. The viability of explanations is dependent upon the user and context, requiring 
a closer look at when and how to explain. 

 

1.2 Explain the AI system to the users 

First of all, we need to identify the group of people who are interested in the explanation of 
the available AI systems. In the current project our goal is to build a decision support 
framework, so our target group is the people making decision with the help of AI. Decision 
makers look for clarifications that can build their trust and confidence in the system’s 
suggestions or results and possibly provide them with additional insight to improve their 
future decisions and comprehension of the system. These users typically have a high need 
for domain sophistication, but also have less tolerance for complex explanations. In the next 
sections we can see some guidelines and best practises when designing with AI [5]. 

1.2.1 Set the right expectations 

AI systems are probabilistic, so it is most likely that the AI models used in our decision 
support framework will give an incorrect or unexpected output at some point. This makes it 
critical that we assist users with aligning their expectations regarding the functionality and 
output of the available AI models and we can achieve this by being transparent about the 
capabilities and constraints of each model. For instance, indicating that a prediction could 
be wrong might cause the user to trust that specific prediction less. However, in the long 
term, users might utilize or depend on our framework more since they are less inclined to 
over-trust the system and be disappointed. 

1.2.2 Explain the benefit, not the technology 

AI as a technology has led to a wide variety of new models and systems. Regardless of how 
novel is the AI model created, when explaining it to the users we need to focus primarily on 
conveying how it improves the user experience or adds some value, as opposed to making 
sense of how the underlying technology works. Our principal concerns should be what the 
users need to know about how the system works to comprehend it and use it and why this 
information is useful to them. Obviously, the degree of technical detail needed in the 
explanation will vary depending on the model. 

1.2.3 Determine how to show model confidence if at all 

Model confidence is a statistical measure of how certain a forecast or a result is. Rather than 
expressing by what means the AI came to a specific decision, model confidence displays 
explain how certain the AI is in its prediction and the options it considered. Nonetheless, 
confidence can be displayed in a wide range of ways and statistical information like 
confidence scores can be challenging for users to comprehend. Since different user groups 
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might be more or less familiar with what confidence and probability mean, it is best to test 
various types of displays early in the product development process. 

1.2.4 Explain for understanding, not completeness 

When explaining proposals from an AI system, we need to focus on sharing the information 
that users need in order to make decisions and we shouldn’t endeavour to explain everything 
that is going on inside the system. Frequently, the reasoning behind a specific prediction is 
obscure or excessively complex to be summed up in a simple expression or sentence. Thus, 
it is vital to explain just the aspects that influence user trust and decision-making and leave 
out pieces of the system’s function that are obscure, highly complex or just not useful. 

The aforementioned analysis in this chapter was aiming to cover the part related to 
presentation of XAI outcomes based on the information available of the respective sources. 
Further analysis for XAI methodologies are available on D7.2 that is delivered in parallel with 
this report.  
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2 Design of DSF User-centric Interfaces 

Based on the overall knowlEdge architecture, the DSF and its provided UIs are on the top 
layer, the closest one to the user. This led to creation of plenty of user requirements as it is 
considered the main tool that the users will interact with.  

 

 

Figure 2: DSF Position in Overall knowlEdge Architecture 

In section 2.1 all the requirements about knowlEdge Decision Support Framework User 
Interface (DSF UI) are analysed. Some of the requirements are similar but they are needed 
in order to achieve a greater level of detail. Table 1 provides the requirements regarding the 
KAUTEX use case and how they are addressed by the DFS UI. Respectively Table 2 
illustrates the requirements and their coverage regarding the Bonfiglioli use case while Table 
3 depicts the requirements and their coverage regarding Parmalat use case. 
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2.1 knowlEdge Requirements and Data Sources to be displayed & 

Planned Coverage 

Table 1: Description of requirements for KAUTEX pilot 

RID Requirement Description Coverage 

RQ_8_KAUTEX_001 
DSF should be able to provide 

information about the machines that are 
important for the setup processes 

DSF UI will display machines status as 
part of the monitoring. 

RQ_8_KAUTEX_019 

DSF should provide information, 
visualizations and notifications related to 

failures and deviations related to both 
processes and machines' operation 

DSF UI will support notifications after 
the integration with the backend 

RQ_8_KAUTEX_022 
DSF should be able to display data 
comparisons and document results 

DSF UI supports multiple visualization 
options for data 

RQ_8_KAUTEX_025 
DSF interfaces should be adaptive to 
smaller screens and devices such as 

smartphones and tablets 

The development of DSF UI is based 
in responsive web design principals 
which means that the content will 

move dynamically to arrange itself. 

RQ_8_KAUTEX_036 

DSF should provide information, 
visualizations, notifications and 
recommendations for processes 

optimization based on historical and real 
data, and predictions from AI models 

DSF UI supports multiple visualization 
options for both historical and real data 
as well as for the outcomes/predictions 

of AI models 

RQ_8_KAUTEX_045 

The knowlEdge DSF will be able to 
generate alerts in real time, in case a 

problem arises and will provide decision 
support and an error report if needed 

DSF UI will support alerts after the 
integration with the backend 

RQ_8_KAUTEX_054 DSF will present various KPIs to the user 
DSF UI will support the visualization of 

all the available KPIs after the 
integration with the backend 

RQ_8_KAUTEX_066 

DSF Dashboard should provide 
comparative analysis between factories 
and parameter display (in case this info 

can be available) 

DSF UI offers a wide variety of data 
and parameters selections for 

visualization. Similar datasets from 
different factories can be displayed in 

order to compare them. 

RQ_8_KAUTEX_073 

The knowlEdge DSF will be able to 
generate alerts in real time (through 

visualizations), in case a problem arises 
and will provide decision support and an 

error report (containing root cause 
analysis results) if needed 

DSF UI will support alerts after the 
integration with the backend 

RQ_8_KAUTEX_079 DSF should provide planning and 
suggestions for solving issues and 

DSF UI will support recommendations 
after the integration with the backend 
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problems foreseen by AI predictive 
models 

RQ_8_KAUTEX_081 
DSF should keep track of errors and 

present their frequency of appearance 
etc. in a corresponding graph diagram 

DSF UI will support the exportation of 
error reports after the integration with 

the backend 

 

Table 2: Description of requirements for BONFIGLIOLI pilot 

RID Requirement Description Coverage 

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_007 

The knowlEdge DSF will provide the 
possibility of displaying images/drawings. 

DSF should provide recommendations 
based on feasibility check regarding the 

items to be made 

DSF UI supports various 
visualization options for data 

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_015 

DSF should provide information, 
visualizations, notifications related to 
quality and quantity check based on 

analysis and predictions from AI models 

DSF UI supports multiple 
visualization options for the 
outcomes/predictions of AI 

models 

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_017 

The knowlEdge DSF will be able to 
generate alerts in real time, in case a 

problem arises and will provide decision 
support and an error report if needed 

DSF UI will support alerts after 
the integration with the backend 

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_018 

DSF should provide information, 
visualizations, notifications and 
recommendations for processes 

monitoring and optimization based on 
historical and real data, and predictions 

from AI models 

DSF UI supports multiple 
visualization options for both 

historical and real data as well as 
for the outcomes/predictions of AI 

models 

RQ_8_BONFIGLIOLI_040 

The knowlEdge DSF will provide/export 
automated reports based on various 
parameters, factors etc., in order to 

properly assess the situation. On demand 
exportation will be feasible by clicking a 
corresponding button that triggers file 

download 

DSF UI will support the 
exportation of reports after the 
integration with the backend 

 

Table 3: Description of requirements for PARMALAT pilot 

RID Requirement Description Coverage 

RQ_8_PARMALAT_046 
DSF should provide a complete 

dashboard enabling the management of 
various information and data sources 

DSF UI supports various visualization 
options for data and information 

about the available data sources can 
be displayed 

RQ_8_PARMALAT_058 DSF should provide information, 
visualizations and notifications related to 

DSF UI supports multiple 
visualization options for data 
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failures and deviations related to both 
processes and machines' operation 

RQ_8_PARMALAT_060 

The knowlEdge DSF will provide proper 
monitoring of processes and the most 

critical activities, in order to oversee and 
act if needed 

DSF UI will support notifications and 
alerts after the integration with the 

backend 

RQ_8_PARMALAT_062 
The knowlEdge DSF will provide status 
overview, visual notifications and alerts 

DSF UI will support notifications and 
alerts after the integration with the 

backend 

RQ_8_PARMALAT_063 
The knowlEdge DSF will provide the 

calculated KPIs based on the delivery 
needs 

DSF UI will support the visualization 
of all the available KPIs after the 

integration with the backend 

RQ_8_PARMALAT_066 
The knowlEdge DSF will be providing 

the calculated KPIs related to the 
production processes 

DSF UI will support the visualization 
of all the available KPIs after the 

integration with the backend 

RQ_8_PARMALAT_068 

The knowlEdge DSF will provide KPIs 
and automated reports based on various 

parameters, factors etc., in order to 
properly assess the situation 

DSF UI will support the visualization 
of all the available KPIs after the 

integration with the backend 

RQ_8_PARMALAT_069 

The knowlEdge DSF will provide 
recommendations based on analysis of 
the entire process, ensuring the optimal 

choices 

DSF UI will support 
recommendations after the 
integration with the backend 

RQ_8_PARMALAT_075 
The knowlEdge DSF will export and 

display KPIs based on production, cost 
and quality needs 

DSF UI will support the visualization 
of all the available KPIs after the 

integration with the backend 

RQ_8_PARMALAT_078 

The knowlEdge DSF will be able to 
generate alerts in real time, in case a 

problem arises and will provide decision 
support if needed 

DSF UI will support notifications and 
alerts after the integration with the 

backend 

RQ_8_PARMALAT_080 
DSF could provide a visual notification 
related to the 'weight' of the problem 

DSF UI will support notifications and 
alerts after the integration with the 
backend. Alerts are more important 

than notifications 

RQ_8_PARMALAT_081 

The knowlEdge DSF will monitor the 
desired KPIs and generate alerts if they 
go over or under a certain threshold, in 

order for them to be handled 

DSF UI will support the visualization 
of all the available KPIs after the 

integration with the backend 

RQ_8_PARMALAT_088 

The knowlEdge DSF will provide 
decision support regarding measures 
needed, based on analysis of existing 

and live data 

DSF UI supports multiple 
visualization options for both 

historical and real data 

RQ_8_PARMALAT_089 
The knowlEdge DSF will keep track of its 

relevant errors and create a report of 
those, whenever needed 

DSF UI will support the exportation of 
reports after the integration with the 

backend 
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Based on the above requirements, collected from WP2 activities, and the planned responses 
from WP7 perspective, a kind of ‘graphical summary’ of the expected input and outputs 
related to DSF is listed below:  

 

 

Figure 3: DSF Expected Inputs and Outputs 

 

2.2 Best Practices and Mock-ups of DSF UIs  

For designing user friendly User Interfaces (UIs), we applied best practises and followed the 
guidelines as described in section 1 of this document plus guidelines by experts2,3 in user 
interface experience as in the case of knowlEdge Marketplace UIs as well. Besides the user-
friendly aspect, the creation of aesthetic UIs was also a design requirement. Based on these 
guidelines the knowlEdge user interfaces developed are based on the pillars shown in 
Figure 4.  

 
2 https://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/ 
3 https://www.usability.gov/what-and-why/user-interface-design.html 
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Figure 4: UIs Design Principals 

 

A very first attempt to design mock-ups for knowlEdge Decision Support Framework (DSF) 
was done using Balsamiq wire-framing software. The first attempt was aiming to represent 
the main content that should be visualized in the user interface and to trigger discussions 
especially on technical level about the actual design, technologies to be used and the 
interaction between various components, in order to deliver the demanded information. The 
initial mock-ups were the following: 

 

 

Figure 5: Landing page of knowlEdge DSF – Initial Mock-up 
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Figure 6: Data Sources and Live Monitoring – Initial Mock-up 

 

 

Figure 7: AI Analytics – Initial Mock-up 
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Figure 8: Notifications about machine behaviour – Initial Mock-up 

 

 

Figure 9: Safety and Security – Initial Mock-up 
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Figure 10: Key Performance Indicators – Initial Mock-up 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Key Performance Indicator Creation – Initial Mock-up 
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After the initial mock-up creation, the architecture design, the documentation of 
requirements and user stories, it was possible to have a second round of mock-ups design. 
These were the final mock-ups before the actual development of user interfaces begun. 
These mock-ups contain a better level of detail, including colours based on design pallets, 
fonts instructions etc., in order to be the guide for the frontend development. These mock-
ups were produced using Adobe Creative Cloud (Suite) and they are shown in the next 
figures: 

 

 

Figure 12: knowlEdge DSF Login Page – Mock-up 
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Figure 13: Live Monitoring of Data Sources – Mock-up 

 

 

Figure 14: Live Monitoring Visualization Options – Mock-up 
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Figure 15: Historical Monitoring of Data Sources – Mock-up 

 

 

Figure 16: Historical Monitoring Visualization Options – Mock-up 
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Figure 17: AI Analytics & Forecasting One Day Ahead – Mock-up 

 

 

Figure 18: AI Analytics & Forecasting Real Time – Mock-up 
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Figure 19: AI Analytics & Forecasting Historical – Mock-up 

 

 

Figure 20: Key Performance Indicators – Mock-up 
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Figure 21: Key Performance Indicators Exploration and Creation – Mock-up 
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3 Initial Implemented User-centric Dashboard of 

knowlEdge DSF 

After the final mock-ups were created, the corresponding user interfaces could be 
implemented. The technologies and frameworks used for the development are analysed in 
3.1 and screenshots of the implemented Decision Support Framework UI can be seen in 
3.2. 

3.1 Technologies and Frameworks used for the Implementation 

The decision regarding which tools or tech stack should be chosen for software development 
is always a hurdle. There is a huge number of JavaScript libraries or frameworks to use in 
order to develop a robust web page. One of the most popular front-end web frameworks is 
Angular, which is open-source and is developed by Google for creating dynamic modern 
web apps. Angular is usually used for [6]: 

• Dynamic web apps: Where the content and some components of the page are shown 
according to the user who is accessing. 

• Business-level web apps: Thanks to Typescript, applications can be designed 
reusing components and different modules. Also, with the wide variety of available 
libraries a lot of time and work can be saved. 

• Single-page apps/progressive web apps: When there is a need for minimalist but 
highly dynamic apps. 

As the desired final application should cover the above features, combined with the fact that 
Angular is easy to scale and maintain, Angular was chosen for the front-end development. 

3.1.1 Templates of Dashboards using Angular 

After selecting which JavaScript framework to use, research was done concerning already 
implemented Dashboards using Angular. During this research, a wide variety of ready-made 
templates were found that can serve as a starting point for following best practises and a 
faster implementation. Some of the most noteworthy templates are the following: 

• Metronic is a well-documented and feature rich admin template. It is production-
ready, modular, fast, modern and well structured. 

• Ngx-admin is a popular admin dashboard based on Angular that is free and open-
source. It is efficient as it is packed with a huge number of UI components and 
customizable as it is easy to use and change themes. According to the team that 
supports ngx-admin it can save 480 hours of development time. 

• Angle is an admin template based on Bootstrap and multiple frameworks. All of its 
components have been developed to bring out all the potential of HTML5 and 
Bootstrap plus a number of new features. It is ideal for building an admin dashboard 
or admin web application project. 

• Apex is a flexible, powerful, clean, gradient UI responsive admin template based on 
Angular and Bootstrap. It is developer friendly and highly customizable. 
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• MaterialPro is a powerful Angular Material template for admin dashboards and control 
admin panels. It includes 200+ page templates, 40+ ready to use Angular 
components and 2 dashboards. It is based on Google’s Material Design which allows 
is to be easily customizable. 

• Fuse is a modular, multi-layout Angular admin template featuring custom made 
application and page layouts, UI elements and UX best practises. The multi-layout 
setup allows using multiple template layouts without making any major changes to 
the general structure of the template. 

• Fury is a creative material design admin template built with Angular that extends the 
Material Design components and offers everything to get started with a dashboard-
based project. According to the team that supports fury it can save 100 hours of 
designing and coding. 

3.1.2 Technologies and Frameworks choices 

After the research about all the available dashboard templates based on Angular, we chose 
to use ngx-admin. We came to this decision because it is the only open-source template 
from the list displayed above and it is packed with a great variety of useful components that 
can speed up the process of development. During the front-end development it is common 
to use prebuilt components in order to save time and make sure that these components are 
fully functional as there are other developers supporting, using and testing them. The 
libraries used for prebuilt UΙ components are: 

• Angular Material, which is a UI library component developed by Google 

• Bootstrap, which is an open-source frontend framework used for easier and faster 
web development 

• Nebular, which is a customizable Angular UI library and is integrated in ngx-admin 

Each one of these libraries offers a great variety of components and styles and they are 
used when necessary and according to the needs of the knowlEdge Decision Support 
Framework User Interface. Last but not least, it is worth noting that we use Chart.js for the 
visualization of data. Chart.js is a free JavaScript library for making HTML-based charts. It 
is one of the most popular and simplest visualization libraries and comes with the following 
built in chart types: 

• Area Chart 

• Bar Chart 

• Bubble Chart 

• Doughnut Chart 

• Line Chart 

• Mixed Chart 

• Pie Chart 

• Polar Area Chart 

• Radar Chart 
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• Scatter Chart 

 

3.2 knowlEdge DSF Actual UIs 

Based on the abovementioned technologies, ngx-admin, Angular and Chart.JS, a first 
version of knowlEdge DSF front-end has been developed. The implemented UIs are 
presented in the following screenshots including a short description of their functionality. 
During capturing some indicative screenshots, we use as example case the sales data 
coming from Parmalat pilot case.  

The next figure depicts the UI in the case a user enters the DSF (s)he needs to enter his/her 
credentials in order to log in to the system. 

 

 

Figure 22: knowlEdge DSF Login Page 
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After logging in the DSF, the homepage is displayed, where the user can read the description 
of each section and navigate to a specific one if (s)he clicks on it. 

 

 

Figure 23: knowlEdge DSF Homepage 

 

The user can monitor live data sources using multiple visualization options like bar chart, 
line chart, pie chart etc. as shown in Figure 24. 

 

 

Figure 24: Live Monitoring of Data Sources 
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The user can monitor historical data sources using multiple visualization options like in live 
monitoring but (s)he can also select the dates that (s)he desires. 

 

 

Figure 25: Historical Monitoring of Data Sources 

 

Some examples for representing Parmalat sales data through DSF are used, to showcase 
some visualization options and functionallitites. It should be noted that we do not present 
here the real values of the data as they become available from the pilot.  For confidentiality 
reasons, we present synthetic data. In Figure 26 the use of a stacked line chart is displayed, 
in Figure 27 the use of a bar chart, while in Figure 28 the use of a pie chart. 
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Figure 26: Historical Monitoring using Stacked Line Chart 

 

Figure 27: Historical Monitoring using Bar Chart 

 

 

Figure 28: Historical Monitoring using Pie Chart 

 

In AI Analytics and Forecasting section the user will be able to select a model and visualize 
its results with live and historical data while it is possible to see the forecasts for one day 
ahead. 
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Figure 29: AI Analytics & Forecasting Historical 

In Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) section the user will be able to select a KPI and 
visualize it with the desired dataset. 

 

 

Figure 30: Key Performance Indicators 

 

The user can also explore the available KPIs and see their details. (S)he can even create a 
new KPI. 

 

 

Figure 31: Key Performance Indicators Exploration and Creation 
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For promoting XAI, specific interfaces has been implemented as well. Therefore in AI 
Analytics and Forecasting section the user is also able to see some explanations regarding 
the AI Model that (s)he chose. Those interfaces are manufactured based on the output of 
the Dalex AI explainability library as it is presented in Section 5 of the Deliverable 7.2 (it is 
delivered in parallel with D7.4 as has already explained) on the CMAPS dataset4. 
Concretely, Figure 32 provides the importance of each variable, which is taken under 
consideration from the predictor, in order to calculate the Remaining Usage Life of the 
machine. Figure 33 presents respectively the prediction significance of each variable that 
forms the dataset for estimating the Remaining Usage Life. 

 

 

Figure 32: Variable Importance – Explanation of AI Model 

 

 
4 https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/behrad3d/nasa-cmaps 
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Figure 33: Prediction Significance – Explanation of AI Model 

 

Further user interfaces will be available to cover the needs of XAI as soon as more AI models 
will be available from WP4 activities and they will be presented in the next iteration of this 
document on M30. 
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4 Conclusions and Next Steps 

To sum up, a first operational version of knowlEdge DSF interfaces has been developed 
and described on this report. The development was based on the application of best 
practises, the usage of state-of-the-art technologies and taken into consideration guidelines 
related to XAI and human-centric design.  
 
Besides this, should be noted that the interfaces design was driven from project needs and 
pilot requirements as well. Even though in some cases the design seems a typical 
dashboard without moving to XAI concepts, still it contributes to bringing the human-in-the-
loop as it is designed based on the specific needs of the pilots that are the end users. To 
capture the initial needs from them, a lot of mock-ups were used as it was presented in the 
relevant chapter of this report. 
 
The next steps regarding the T7.3 activities are the continuous improvement of current UIs 
and the development of more of them to cover XAI aspects and of course to support all the 
pilot scenarios that are still in the development phase through the different project’s work 
packages (WP3 to WP7). Furthermore, full integration with DSF back-end from T7.2 is 
expected alongside real-time visualizations for pilot live data through WP3 broker. Finally, 
the pilots’ feedback will be considered that will lead to improvement of the UIs after their 
testing and validation activities. All the upcoming developments and outcomes will be 
documented on D7.5 Final user-centric dashboards as enable explainable AI at M30.  
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